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1. Introduction
This paper investigates a particular problem concerning presupposition accommo-
dation. Let ψ and X be sentences, and suppose ψ presupposes X . We represent
this as ψ{X}.1 Suppose the speaker and hearer of a conversation are in context c.
Suppose further that the speaker wishes to update the context cwith the information
in ψ, an operation we represent as c[ψ{X}]. ψ{X} imposes a requirement on c that
has to be met for the update to take place: c already has to entail X . In terms of
update operations, this means that if we try updating c with X , we just get back c:
c[X ] = c. When this condition is met, we say that c satisfies X , or that c is a fixed
point for [X ]. But what if c is not a fixed point for [X ]? What happens when the
condition is not met?
There are at least two possible outcomes: (i) either communication breaks
down, or (ii) we make some repair [Y ] to c so that update will be defined after all,
i.e. we update c with Y , c[Y ], so that c[Y ] ends up satisfying X . Call this repair
process accommodation Lewis (1979). We then update the new context resulting
from accommodation of Y with ψ,c[Y ][ψ]. The question I explore in these pages
is: Is there anything more to say about this repair process than simply “do some-
thing?” By detailed investigation of a particular puzzle in the theory of presuppo-
sition accommodation, this paper will: (i) Present empirical evidence that there are
formal restrictions on the allowable repairs [Y ] that can be made, and (ii) Derive
the restricted set of allowable repairs from the instructions encoded in the context-
change potentials defined in Heim (1983). We will see that the derivation of the set
of alternatives makes crucial reference to the formal descriptions of context-change
potentials (context-change potential descriptions, or CCPDs). Thus, the system
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here agrees with Geurts (1996) that a more syntactic approach to presupposition
accommodation seems called for.
2. The Proviso Problem
Consider sentences of the form !if φ, then ψ{X}". “Satisfaction theories” of pre-
supposition (Karttunen 1974, Stalnaker 1974, Heim 1983, Beaver 2001, von Fintel
2006, among others) predict that the semantic presupposition of this sentence is !if
φ, then X".2 A rather straightforward proposal concerning accommodation would
be the following: when c does not satisfy the presupposition of !if φ, then ψ{X}",
i.e. when c is not a fixed point for [if φ, then X], we repair c by updating it with
the semantic presupposition, and then we update the result with the content of the
sentence: c[if φ, then X][if φ, then ψ]. However, Gazdar (1979), van der Sandt
(1992) and Geurts (1996, 1999) observe that oftentimes the repair we make is not
[if φ, then X], but rather [X] simpliciter:
(1) If John flies to Toronto, his sister will pick him up from the airport
Semantic Presupposition If John flies to Toronto, he has a sister
Actual Accommodation John has a sister
This fact teaches us that we need to supplement satisfaction theories of pre-
supposition with some further theoretical construct, call it P, which, upon being fed
a conditional presupposition !if φ, then X" by the grammar, returns the stronger
alternative X as the repair that should be made. However, note that conditional
presuppositions are not always strengthened in this fashion:
(2) If John is a scuba diver, he’ll bring his wetsuit3
Semantic Presupposition If John is a scuba diver, he has a wetsuit
Actual Accommodation If John is a scuba diver, he has a wetsuit
Thus, the output of P is not deterministic: when the grammar inputs a con-
ditional presupposition, P will sometimes output the grammar’s input, and will
sometimes output something stronger. To complicate matters further, Geurts (1996,
1999) notes that when conditional presuppositions !if φ, then X" are triggered un-
der factive verbs like know, they are never strengthened to X :
(3) Mary knows that if John flies to Toronto, he has a sister
Semantic Presupposition If John flies to Toronto, he has a sister
Actual Accommodation If John flies to Toronto, he has a sister
2Other theories that make this prediction include Karttunen and Peters (1979), van Rooij (2007),
and Schlenker (2007).
3From Geurts (1996).
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To summarize:
(4) If φ, then ψ{X}
Semantic Presupposition If φ, then X
Accommodation Possibilities {If φ then X , X}
(5) Km(If φ, then X)
Semantic Presupposition If φ, then X
Accommodation Possibilities {If φ then X}
For our purposes, we may state the proviso problem as follows:
The Proviso Problem When the semantics generates conditional presuppositions
!if φ, then X", is there a characterization of P that can predict when condi-
tional presuppositions can and cannot be strengthened and, when they can,
when they will and when they will not be strengthened and, when they will
be strengthened, what exactly they will be strengthened to?
I aim in this paper to provide an explicit characterization of P.
3. An Existing Theory of P: Accommodation as Holistic Inference
I am not by any means the first to attempt to provide a solution to the proviso
problem. Beaver (2001), von Fintel (2006), and Heim (2006) (henceforth BvFH)
represent one line of response from the satisfaction theory camp.4 The response
goes as follows. As a matter of presupposition projection, satisfaction theories
correctly predict that conditional sentences !if φ, then ψ{X}" and knowledge at-
tribution sentences !Km(If φ, then X)" semantically presuppose !if φ, then X".
The semantic presupposition is the minimal amount of information that needs to
be added to c in order to ensure that update is defined. How does the minimal
requirement, generated by the grammar, relate to the actual repair that’s made in
the course of communication? That’s not a matter of concern for the grammar. It
can only say: “I need such and such information to hold in the common ground.”
Common sense/plausibility reasoning will then be responsible for deciding what to
accommodate.
In its most general characterization, such reasoning takes the form: (i) Gen-
erate a set of hypotheses H for accommodation, (ii) Select a member of H ac-
cording to some criterion. This account needs to tell us two things. First, what is
the space of hypotheses? Second, what is the relevant decision criterion? I follow
here the treatment of Heim (2006), since it is fairly explicit concerning these two
components.
4Karttunen and Peters (1979), Beaver (2006), Pe´rez Carballo (2007), and van Rooij (2007) rep-
resent other responses. Due to space limitations, I will not have occasion to discuss these approaches
in any great detail here.
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Heim’s proposal takes H to be a set of “salient propositions” containing at
least the semantic presupposition. She leaves the concept of “salience” unanalyzed
and stipulates the hypothesis space of salient propositions for !if φ then ψ{X}" to
be H = {if φ then X ,X}. Given this hypothesis space, what is the relevant decision
criterion?
BvFH and Beaver and Zeevat (To appear) suggest that the hearer performs
some kind of plausibility reasoning in making her decision about what to accom-
modate. Crucially, this reasoning process does not compare the plausibility of the
propositions in H . For note that since X asymmetrically entails !if φ then X" there
is no reasonable notion of plausibility according to which the former should come
out as more plausible than the latter. As we’ve seen, however, X is sometimes
the preferred accommodation. von Fintel (2006) and Heim (2006) suggest that the
plausibility comparison is not over H , but rather over H ∗ = {#S(if φ then X)∧
¬#SX ,#SX}, where by “#SZ” we mean something like ‘the speaker takes it for
granted that Z’ (Heim 2006) or ‘the speaker intends it to be common ground that Z’
(von Fintel 2006).5 Note that the members ofH ∗ do not stand in any entailment re-
lation. The hearer now compares the plausibility of the members of H ∗ and comes
to a conclusion about what to accommodate based on this comparison.
Heim (2006) derives H ∗ from H in two steps. First, H is tranformed into
#SH = {#Sp : p ∈ H }. Second, each member of #SH is exhaustified: H ∗ =
{exh(#SH )(#Sp) : #Sp ∈#SH }.6 H ∗ is then used to impose an ordering on the
members of H : for all r,s ∈ H : r > s iff exh(#SH )(r) is more plausible than
exh(#SH )(s). The decision criterion is then: select the maximal member of H
with respect to the order >.
Let us work through some examples to get a sense for how this reasoning
works. Begin with (1): If John flies to Toronto, his sister will pick him up from the
airport. H = {If John flies to Toronto he has a sister, John has a sister}. The hearer
then asks herself: which is more plausible, (i) that the speaker takes for granted that
John has a sister on the condition that he flies to Toronto, but not unconditionally,
or (ii) that the speaker takes for granted that John has a sister whether or not he flies
to Toronto? Since (ii) is more plausible than (i), the accommodation is that John
has a sister.
Let us turn now to example (2): If John is a scuba diver, he’ll bring his
wetsuit. Here, H = {If John is a scuba diver he has a wetsuit, John has a wetsuit}.
The hearer again asks herself: which is more plausible, (i) that the speaker takes
for granted that John has a wetsuit on the condition that he is a scuba diver, but
not unconditionally, or (ii) that the speaker takes for granted that John has a wet-
suit whether or not he’s a scuba diver? In this case (i) is more plausible, so the
5I read Beaver (2001) and Beaver and Zeevat (To appear) as claiming that the plausibility rea-
soning is over hypotheses about the speaker’s beliefs.
6Where B is a set of propositions, q a proposition, Heim gives the following semantics for ex-
haustivity: exh(B)(q) = q∧∀u ∈ B(u→ (q ⊂ u)). Kai von Fintel (p.c.) has raised the question
of why we should be comparing exhaustified alternatives. I do not know the answer to this ques-
tion. In von Fintel’s system you only compare target common grounds, not exhaustified propositions
generated from H . The issue I raise below for this general line of thinking comes up either way.
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accommodated proposition is that John has a wetsuit if he’s a scuba diver.
I believe this proposal is essentially correct. However, there is a non-trivial
question that it leaves unanswered, viz. what constraints, if any, are imposed on
hypothesis spaces H ? Recall that Heim’s system is fully formalized but for the
stipulation of the set of alternatives. The need to consider more than the semantic
presupposition when deciding what to accommodate was established by (1). But we
haven’t any principle in place that can tell us, for any proposition p that is logically
stronger than the semantic presupposition, whether p ∈H or p /∈H .7
The goals of my paper are: (i) to argue that an adequate theory of accom-
modation needs to solve this decision problem, and (ii) to provide an algorithm that
does so. The argument proceeds in three steps. I begin by providing empirical
evidence that not all logically possible strengthenings of the semantic presuppo-
sition are available for accommodation. Second, I use this evidence to argue that
the restrictions on the hypothesis space must be formal in nature. I then provide a
procedure that uses the CCPD of a sentence S8 to generate its hypothesis space H .
Since the only information used by the procedure is the syntax of S’s CCP, the set
of alternatives is context-invariant. It is for this reason that I call the alternatives
formal alternatives. This set of alternatives H can then be plugged into the BvFH
accommodation system to make predictions about what will and will not get ac-
commodated. As a consequence, the BvFH accommodation system will be entirely
mechanized.
Before filling in the details, let me sketch the rough form of the solution I
offer to the problem defined by the data in (1)-(3). For sentences of the form !if
φ, then ψ{X}", my procedure will output H = {if φ then X ,X}.9 For knowledge-
attribution sentences !Km(If φ, then X)" the procedure will generate H = {if φ
then X}. It therefore follows from the procedure that the reason you don’t find
strengthening under know is that the strengthened alternative is just not generated,
i.e. it’s not really an alternative.10
7It is for this reason that I call such systems “holistic.” See also Thomason et al. (2006) for a
theory of accommodation couched within a framework of holistic, abductive, inference.
8Recall from the Introduction that by ‘the CCPD of sentence S’ I mean the description of S’s
CCP.
9These are to be construed as sentences now.
10My proposal therefore stands in contrast with all the other proposals developed by satisfaction
theorists in response to the proviso problem. The general view has been that it is principles of con-
versational/plausibility reasoning, not restrictions on hypothesis spaces, that are responsible for the
variability in the strength of the accommodated proposition: Beaver (2006) argues that (1) and (3)
come with different relevance presuppositions, Heim (2006) argues that they have different implica-
tures, Pe´rez Carballo (2007) and van Rooij (2007) argue that (3) makes the beliefs of the subject of
the knowledge ascription relevant, which is enough to block default assumptions needed to generate
strengthening.
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4. A Revised Theory of P: On the Modularity of Accommodation
4.1. The Need for a Modular Theory of Accommodation: Restricted Alternatives
One learns a fair amount of information from a sentence. In general, we can vi-
sualize the flow of information generated by the utterance of sentence !ψ{X}" in
context c as the following update sequence: c[Y ][ψ][Z]...[Zk], where Y is what has
been accommodated, and the Zi are further inferences.11 Given the many infer-
ences drawn from a sentence, how does one probe with any generality that part of
the update corresponding to presupposition accommodation?
It turns out that we have in place a diagnostic, the so-called Hey Wait a
Minute Test, that can serve as a test for distinguishing presupposition and assertion
(von Fintel 2004b,c). I argue that the HWAMT can be used to help us characterize
the hypothesis space for accommodation:
The Hey Wait a Minute Test In response to the speaker’s utterance !ψ{X}" in a
context c not satisfying X , iff Y is what is to be accommodated, c[Y ][ψ], the
hearer may object Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know Y!
Here are some examples of the HWAMT in action:
(6) S: John’s sister will pick him up from the airport.
H: Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know John has a sister!
(7) S: If John flies to Toronto, his sister will pick him up from the airport.
H: Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know John has a sister!
This last example is especially important because it teaches us that the
HWAMT probes not only the minimal repair, but rather whatever it is that is sup-
posed to be accommodated.
We now employ the HWAMT to argue that plausibility reasoning over an
unrestricted search space cannot be responsible for the accommodation patterns we
find.12 Let’s assume that accommodation is governed by plausibility reasoning over
an unrestricted search space.
(8) S: Since John is president of Morgan Stanley, his car must be parked in the
garage.
Minimal Repair X = John has a car
11We adopt here the idea from Stalnaker (1998) and von Fintel (2006) that there are timing prin-
ciples governing accommodation, in that it happens after the sentence has been uttered but before
update with its content had had a chance to take place.
12I put aside here the idea that H is contrained by salience, since it is not clear to me what does
and does not constitute a salient enough possibility to be considered for membership in H . Other
natural constraints on the search space come to my mind, eg. relevance. But then we run into the
well-known frame problem (Fodor 1983). Until some account of relevance is offered that allows us
to avoid the frame problem, I will put this consideration aside.
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Alternative Repairs {A = John has an expensive car, B = John has a cheap
car,...}
Let us assume, for simplicity of discussion, that H = {X ,A,B}. By Heim’s
procedure, #SH = {#SX ,#SA,#SB}. Let us assume further that it is common
ground that the speaker is John’s best friend, and rides with him regularly (i.e.
so that he is intimately acquainted with John and his car).13 Now consider H∗,
which we get by exhaustifying each member of #SH. One of the members of
H∗ is exh(#SH )(#SX) = #SX ∧¬#SA∧¬#SB, which conveys the information
that the speaker takes it for granted that the speaker has a car, but doesn’t know
whether the car is cheap or expensive. Assuming the speaker is well-informed
about such matters, this contradicts information established in the common ground
(viz. our assumption about the speaker’s relation to John and his car), and so has
zero probability. The remaining members of H∗ are simply the propositions that
the speaker takes it for granted that John’s car is expensive and that the speaker
takes it for granted that John’s car is cheap. The plausibility of each, given our
assumptions about the speaker’s information, reduces to the plausibility of John’s
car being cheap or expensive. Of these, given what we know about salaries of
CEOs of such companies, their preferences in vehicles, etc. the more plausible
alternative is that John’s car is expensive. As such, according to the BvFH account,
accommodation of A should be the optimal choice, i.e. the first of the following
update sequences should be preferred:14
(9) Update Sequence 1: c[A][S]
(10) Update Sequence 2: c[X ][S]
Under the HWAMT, contra BvFH’s prediction, it seems only X can go in
for accommodation, not the more plausible A:
(11) #Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know John has an expensive car!
(12) Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know John has a car!
The HWAMT indicates that what gets accommodated is not the more plausi-
ble information that John has an expensive car, but rather the information that John
has a car, with no indication of the value of that car. Whatever the nature of the in-
ference to John’s car being expensive, the HWAMT teaches us that it has nothing to
do with presupposition accommodation. More schematically, that inference would
be one of the Zi in our update video c[Y ][ψ][Z]...[Zk], and not Y .
Here is another example:
Context: John’s family has a long history of breeding German Shepherds
(and only German Shepherds). Consider it common ground that any member of the
13As far as I can tell, nothing crucial hinges on these assumptions.
14It is clearer that this should be so when reasoning about speaker belief than when reasoning
about target common grounds as von Fintel (2006) has proposed.
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family need not have a dog, but if they do, it must be a German Shepherd. Thus,
John’s having a dog is contextually equivalent to his having a German Shepherd.
John’s friend, Bill, pays a surprise visit to his place. John’s cousin, Mary, answers:
(13) Bill: Hi Mary. Is John home?
Mary: Um, no, he’s out walking his dog.
Now consider the following update sequences:
(14) Update Sequence 1: c[John has a German Shepherd][John is out walking his
dog]
(15) Update Sequence 2: c[John has a dog][John is out walking his dog]
Note that in this case, since having a dog and having a German Shepherd are
contextually equivalent, the target common grounds are identical. Indeed, if {John
has a dog, John has a German Shepherd} ⊂ H , the procedure from above predicts
that (14) will be an acceptable update sequence if and only if (15) is. However, the
HWAMT argues against this prediction:
(16) #Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know John has a German Shepherd!
(17) Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know John has a dog!
This example teaches us even more strikingly than the previous one that
what can go in for Y is formally restricted. In this example, even though c[John has
a dog] = c[John has a German Shepherd], the HWAMT shows us that only the for-
mer update sequence is allowed. The accidental contextual equivalence seems to be
irrelevant for the accommodation system. We take such facts to indicate that, con-
tra BvFH, presupposition accommodation is not governed by plausibility reasoning
over an unrestricted search space.15 In the next section I will state some general-
izations about the ways in which the hypothesis spaces for atomic and conditional
sentences are restricted. I will expand the discussion to other sentences once I show
(in Section 4.3) how these generalizations can be derived from CCPDs.
4.2. Generalizations About Hypothesis Spaces for Accommodation: Atomic and
Conditional Sentences
The HWAMT above indicates that in atomic sentences the only allowable repair is
the lexically encoded presupposition of the sentence itself:
Hypothesis Spaces 1 (Atomic Sentences) When updating c[Y ][ψ{X}], the hypoth-
esis space for accommodation is H = {X}, i.e. the only value Y can take is Y = X.
15I should mention that several people (Noam Chomsky, Kai von Fintel, Irene Heim, Roni Katzir,
and an anonymous SALT reviewer) have pointed out examples of felicitous uses of the HWAMT
which do not seem to probe information represented by a formal alternative. I believe I have a
response to the counter-examples, but space limitations prevent me from engaging in further discus-
sion here.
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The case of conditionals !if φ and . . . and φk, then ψ{X}" is slightly more
complicated, as we’ve already seen, for in conditionals there is variability in the
allowable repairs. For instance, we’ve seen that when k = 1, the hypothesis space
seems to be: {If φ then X , X}. This suggests the following generalization: The
hypothesis space for accommodation in conditional sentences is composed of the
semantic presupposition of the conditional plus the presupposition of its conse-
quent. Unfortunately, the proposal doesn’t quite work, as the following example
due to Geurts (1996) shows:
(18) If John is a scuba diver and wants to impress his girlfriend, he’ll bring his
wetsuit
The hypothesis space according to this proposal would be: {If John is a
scuba diver and wants to impress his girlfriend he has a wetsuit, John has a wetsuit}.
However, as Geurts (1996) points out, we accommodate from (18) the information
that if John is a scuba diver, he has a wetsuit. This corresponds to no element of
the hypothesis space.16 It seems we need to get “inside” the conditional. In this
case, we need at least If John is a scuba diver, he has a wetsuit to be an alternative.
This suggests that in conditional sentences, the hypothesis space is composed of all
Left-Strengthenings of the minimal repair:
Hypothesis Spaces 2 (Conditionals) When updating c[Y ][if φ and . . . and φk, then
ψ{X}], the hypothesis space for accommodation is all Left-Strengthenings of the se-
mantic presupposition: H = {if φ and . . . and φk then X, if φ and . . . and φk−
then X, . . ., if φ and . . . and φk then X, . . . , if φk then X, X}.
For instance, the hypothesis space corresponding to !if φ and φ, then
ψ{X}" is H = {if φ and φ then X , if φ then X , if φ then X , X}.
4.3. Deriving Search Spaces: Local Satisfaction and the Syntax of CCPs
I arrived at the above generalizations through use of the HWAMT and intuitions
about the information conveyed by the relevant sentences. However, I haven’t as
yet offered a predictive theory. What I have said so far will not be able to tell us,
for any given sentence, what its set of alternatives for accommodation should be.
This section is devoted to showing that the instructions encoded in CCPs are exactly
what is needed to put a predictive theory in place.
There are two important technical notions we need, the notion of a local
context and the notion of local satisfaction. Suppose that we wish to execute the
CCP of a complex sentence S on a context c. Suppose that ψ occurs in an embedded
position somewhere in S. Since complex sentences come with complex CCPs, we
16Irene Heim (p.c.) raised the question of how we know that this is indeed the accommodation
and not, say, the minimal repair itself. My response is: If we accept this sentence at time t, and at
some later time t ′ come to learn that John doesn’t have a wetsuit, what other information, if any, do
we give up? We conclude that John is not a scuba diver, not that John either is not a scuba diver or
doesn’t want to impress his girlfriend.
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will find that [ψ] will be executed on a context c∗ which is derived from c by appli-
cation of [φi] for zero or more φi. Thus, the context on which [ψ] will be executed
will be a (not-necessarily proper) subset of c.
Definition 1 (Local Contexts) Let S be a sentence uttered in context c, and letψ be
a sentence embedded in S. The local context for ψ embedded in S uttered in context
c, L(ψ,S,c), is that subset of c, c∗, on which [ψ] will be executed, as defined by the
CCP of S.
For instance, consider the case of atomic, negated, conjunctive, and condi-
tional sentences S uttered in context c:
(19) c[ψ{X}]; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c
(20) c[not ψ{X}] = c− c[ψ{X}]; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c
(21) c[φ and ψ{X}] = c[φ][ψ{X}]; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c′, where c′ is arrived at by
executing [φ] on c
(22) c[if φ, then ψ{X}] = c−(c[φ]−c[φ][ψ{X}]); L(ψ{X},S,c) = c′, where c′ is
arrived at by executing [φ] on c
(23) c[if φ and φ, then ψ{X}] = c−(c[φ][φ]−c[φ][φ][ψ{X}]); L(ψ{X},S,c)=
c′′, where c′′ is arrived at by first executing [φ] on c and executing [φ] on
the result
The second important technical concept is that of local satisfaction. Recall
that for atomic ψ{X}, [ψ{X}] is defined on c only if c satisfies X , i.e. only if c is a
fixed point for [X ], i.e. only if c[X ] = c. The satisfaction theory simply extends this
to all embedded sentences:
Definition 2 (Constraint Requiring Local Satisfaction) Let S be a sentence ut-
tered in context c, and let ψ{X} be embedded in S. Then L(ψ{X},S,c) must satisfy
X.
Now suppose we want to update a context c with a sentence S, where S is
one of (19)-(23). What we want to know is, what does c have to satisfy in order
for c[S] to be defined (projection)? Second, if accommodation needs to be made,
c[Y ][S], what values can Y take on? Can this information be predicted from the
Constraint Requiring Local Satisfaction?
Given the CCPs of (19)-(23) and the local satisfaction requirement, certain
constraints on c do follow. In (19) and (20) c must satisfy X (this can be read off
from the above). In (21) and (22), from the fact that c′ needs to satisfy X , it is a sim-
ple matter to prove that c needs to satisfy !if φ, then X". In (23) one can show that
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c must satisfy !if φ and φ, then X". But these are just the minimal requirements
imposed on c, and so we are just back to the proviso problem. How do these min-
imal requirements relate to what is actually accommodated? We promised earlier
that the space of accommodation possibilities would follow from the instructions
encoded in CCPs. Does it?
To make good on our promise, we should be able to take a CCP, and the local
satisfaction requirement, and derive the accommodation hypothesis space. Let us
pair below the local contexts (that need to satisfy X) and the hypothesis space for
accommodation (given our generalizations in Section 3.2) for each of (19)-(23) to
see if this goal can be met:
(24) Hypothesis Space for (19) = {X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c
(25) Hypothesis Space for (20) = {X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c
(26) Hypothesis Space for (21)17 = {if φ then X , X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c′
(27) Hypothesis Space for (22) = {if φ then X , X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c′
(28) Hypothesis Space for (23) = {if φ and φ then X , if φ then X , if φ then X ,
X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c′′
The local context for ψ{X} in (19) and (20) is c, so we can tell just by
inspection that c must satisfy X . Our generalization about the hypothesis space
here is that it is a singleton set {X}. The question is, by what principle does the
proposition c (the local context for ψ{X} correspond to the hypothesis space {X}?
In (21) and (22), the local context for ψ{X} is c′, and the hypothesis space is {if
φ then X , X}. In (23) the local context for ψ{X} is c′′, and the hypothesis space
is {if φ and φ then X , if φ then X , if φ then X , X}. Again, the question arises:
c′ and c′′ are just propositions, sets of worlds. Why should they correspond in any
systematic way to the hypothesis spaces they correspond to? Given c, c′, c′′, how
can one recover their corresponding hypothesis spaces? There just does not seem to
be enough information in propositions to recover the hypothesis spaces I’ve paired
them with above. The satisfaction theory framework, in its bare essentials, does
not provide enough resources to help here. However, we will see that allowing
the satisfaction theory to exploit an additional informational resource will suffice
to derive the generalizations we promised, and will have the additional effect of
turning it into a predictive theory of accommodation.
What is this resource? If we make the assumption that we are granted access
not just to what the local context is (as a proposition), but to the description of
that context as given by the instruction encoded in the CCP, that will be all the
information needed to generate our hypothesis spaces. For example, we need access
to not only the fact that our local context is c′, but that we got to c′ by applying [φ]
to c, c′ = c[φ]. As such, we need to modify our definition of local contexts:18
17We haven’t discussed the case of conjunctions yet, but this hypothesis space will follow from
the procedure we develop in this section.
18We follow Geurts (1996) and focus our attention on local contexts with the syntax c[φ]...[φk].
It should be pointed out, contra Geurts (1996), that this shape of local contexts is not the general
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Definition 3 (Local Contexts, Revised Version) The local context for ψ embed-
ded in S uttered in context c, L(ψ,S,c), is a description c[φ]...[φk],k ≥ 0, where
the CCP of S specifies the instruction c[φ]...[φk][ψ].
Let us return now to our pairing of hypothesis spaces and local contexts:
(29) Hypothesis Space for (19) = {X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c
(30) Hypothesis Space for (20) = {X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c
(31) Hypothesis Space for (21) = {if φ then X , X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c[φ]
(32) Hypothesis Space for (22) = {if φ then X , X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c[φ]
(33) Hypothesis Space for (23) = {if φ and φ then X , if φ then X , if φ then X ,
X}; L(ψ{X},S,c) = c[φ][φ]
Hypothesis Spaces 3 (Procedure for Deriving Hypothesis Spaces from CCPDs)
Suppose that complex sentence S contains embedded in it sentence ψ{X}, and that
S is uttered in context c. Suppose further that L(ψ{X},S,c) = c[φ]...[φk], where
k ≥ 0. Then the hypothesis space for accommodation (into c) is: {if φ and . . . and
φk then X, if φ and . . . and φk− then X, . . ., if φ and . . . and φk then X, . . . , if φk
then X, X}.
When L(ψ{X},S,c) = c, the hypothesis space H is the singleton set {X}.
When L(ψ{X},S,c) = c[φ], such as in sentences of the form !if φ then ψ{X}", H
= {if φ then X , X}. When we have a sentence like (20), of the form !if φ and
φ, then ψ{X}", L(ψ{X},S,c) = c[φ][φ], so H = {if φ and φ then X , if φ then
X , if φ then X , X}. In general, the size of the hypothesis space corresponding
to L(ψ{X},S,c) = c[φ] . . . [φk] is 2k, so that strengthening is only an option when
k > 0.
It is important to note, following Geurts (1996), that “the proviso problem
isn’t a problem about conditionals - it is also a problem about conditionals.”19 The
satisfaction theory predicts that conjunctions !φ and ψ{X}" also generate condi-
tional presuppositions !if φ then X". However, as pointed out by Geurts, we come
away from such sentences inferring something stronger, viz. X . Consider the fol-
lowing example:
(34) John works for Morgan Stanley and his limo is parked outside.
We infer X = John has a limo from this sentence. This fact is actually
consistent with a conditional presupposition. Assuming that if John works for Mor-
gan Stanley he has a limo is generated as the presupposition of (34), John’s having a
limo can be inferred by modus ponens from this conditional presupposition together
case. Relevant counter-examples are !((not φ) and ψ{X})" (Danny Fox, p.c.) and !if (α or β), then
ψ{X}" (Jeff Pelletier, p.c.). We provide a more general, recursive definition of local contexts in
the Appendix. The procedure for generating hypothesis spaces, developed immediately below, also
receives a natural extension. I omit details here.
19p.269, emphasis in original.
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with the first conjunct John works for Morgan Stanley. The inference to John’s hav-
ing a limo can also be explained by generating X itself as (34)’s presupposition. My
system predicts exactly these alternative possibilities for accommodation: {if φ then
X , X}. How then can we show that both members of the hypothesis space are in-
deed accommodation possibilities, given that we have an independent explanation
for the inference to X under each?
When we embed (34) under negation, which I predict to be a hole for pre-
supposition (in that !not φ" presupposes whatever φ presupposes), we find that the
conditional presupposition if John works for Morgan Stanley he has a limo is indeed
available:
(35) It’s not the case that (John works for Morgan Stanley and his limo is parked
outside).
However, there is no story to be had here tying conditional presuppositions
to negated conjunctions, for we accommodate simply that John has a limo in (36):
(36) It’s not the case that (it’s sunny in Cambridge and John’s limo is parked
outside).
Thus, like conditionals !if φ, then ψ{X}", we see that both members of the
predicted search space, {if φ then X , X}, are possible repairs.
It is important to note that, although conjunctions and conditionals differ
syntactically and semantically in important ways, they share a crucial feature in the
syntax of their CCPs, namely, the descriptions of certain local contexts upon which
are imposed constraints of local satisfaction. Such an equivalence is hardly obvious
from basic assumptions about the syntax or (static) semantics of these constructions,
but they follow naturally once CCPDs are taken seriously.
My proposal actually turns this into a more general phenomenon. It will be
quite difficult to make generalizations about accommodation based on purely syn-
tactic/semantic properties of sentences unless they bear on the CCPDs of the sen-
tences. Sometimes, as in the case of conditionals and conjunctions, constructions
with no obvious syntactic or semantic similiarities, I predict that they will share the
same accommodation possibilities. Other times, I predict that truth-conditionally
equivalent sentences should converge in their accommodation possibilities.20 At
other times still, I predict that truth-conditionally equivalent sentences will differ in
accommodation possibilities.21 Again, the only relevant factor governing the space
of accommodation possibilities is the CCPD under consideration.
An implicit assumption expressed in the statement of the proviso problem
was that if two sentences S and S′ generate the same presupposition, they should,
ceteris paribus, give rise to the same accommodation possibilities. As I hope to
have shown here, ceteris are not always paribus. Even if S and S′ generate the same
20As with !if φ and φ, then ψ{X}" and !if φ, then if φ, then ψ{X}".
21If we assume a symmetric or, so that c[φ or ψ] = c[φ]∪c[ψ], and a material implication analysis
of conditionals, then !φ or ψ{X}" is predicted to allow only one accommodation possibility, {X},
whereas !if φ, then ψ{X}", as we’ve seen, is predicted to allow variabiity, {if φ then X , X}.
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semantic presupposition, they might nonetheless have CCPDs under which different
accommodation possibilities are generated. Thus, although !if φ then ψ{X}" and
!Km(If φ, then X)" both generate the same presupposition !if φ then X", under
my proposal they could, in principle, exhibit variability in their accommodation
behaviour should their CCPDs dictate that this should be so. In the next section I
show that this possibility is actually realized.
4.4. Embedding Under know
If we wish to know what accommodation possibilities are generated for some con-
struction, the task for us should be clear. We need to write our lexical entries so as
to encode the right semantic content and partiality (where applicable). The syntax
of CCPs will then tell us what the set of alternatives for accommodation are.
Assuming we had never heard of the proviso problem, what lexical entry
would we write for know sentences? We would need to encode: (i) a definedness
condition (if applicable), and (ii) its contribution to content. Let us make this our
task. How should we proceed?
One robust feature of the interpretation of such sentences is that from !Km(φ)"
one tends to infer that φ. This factivity inference seems to arise not through standard
entailment, but through presupposition, as standard projection tests show:
(37) If Mary knows that James Baldwin wrote Notes of a Native Son, she proba-
bly has two copies at home
Thus our definedness condition will include a statement like the following:
Definition 4 (Definedness of Knowledge-Attributions) c[Km(φ)] is defined only
if c satisfies φ, i.e. only if c[φ] = c.
Note that from this definedness condition follows another, viz. that c[φ]
must be defined. Thus, if φ itself is presuppositional, eg. if φ presupposes X , then
for c[φ] to be defined it must be that c satisfies X . As a result, [Km(φ{X})] will
be defined on c only if (i) c satisfies X , and (ii) c satisfies φ. This is the familiar
“hole” property of knowledge attribution sentences. For instance, (38) is predicted
to presuppose both that John has a sister, and that John’s sister will pick him up
from the airport.
(38) Mary knows that John’s sister will pick him up from the airport
Before even writing the content of knowledge attribution sentences, we are
in position to say why conditional presuppositions generated under know are never
strengthened.22 Consider a sentence like (3), repeated below as (39), uttered in
22See the appendix for a full lexical entry, modelled after the semantics of belief attribution devel-
oped in Heim (1992). Once our entry is spelled out, the CCPwill add a further definedness condition,
viz. that [Km(φ{X})] is defined on context c only if c satisfies Km(X). This would mean that (38),
eg. presupposes that Mary knows that John has a sister. Crucially, this definedness condition is not
stipulated, but follows from the basic compositional semantics we assign to know. Thus, from two
assumptions: (i) the basic definedness condition of factivity, and (ii) the semantic contribution of
know, we derive two new definedness conditions.
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context c:
(39) Mary knows that if John flies to Toronto, he has a sister
The first step in the update is to check for definedness. This means we check
whether c satisfies the complement of know, i.e. we check whether c[if John flies
to Toronto, he has a sister] = c. Since k = 0, i.e. since the local context that needs
to satisfy [if John flies to Toronto, he has a sister] is just c itself, and not some more
complex context of the form c[φ] . . . [φk], k> 0, there is no option for strengthening
(cf. Section 4.3). Our procedure generates only the following singleton set as the
accommodation hypothesis space: {if John flies to Toronto, he has a sister}. This
is the reason why there is no strengthening under know.
5. Brief Comparison with the Binding Theory of Presupposition
My analysis of presupposition accommodation is, like the binding theory (van der
Sandt 1992, Geurts 1999), rather syntactic in nature. I believe there is no escape
from this conclusion. Geurts’s critique of the satisfaction theory teaches us that
we have to take alternatives for accommodation seriously. Moreover, the binding
theory not only takes formal alternatives seriously, but it also proposes an explicit
algorithm which, given any sentence, produces a finite set of accommodation pos-
sibilities. Now that the satisfaction theory has a proposal in place for predicting the
space of accommodation possibilities, it makes it possible to compare the predic-
tions of the two theories.23 Here, we can only point to some of the ways in which
the theories differ in predictions.
First, consider again conditionals of the form !if φ, then ψ{X}", such as (1)
and (2). We repeat these below as (40) and (41):
(40) If John flies to Toronto, his sister will pick him up from the airport
(41) If John is a scuba diver, he’ll bring his wetsuit
I predict that once accommodation possibilities are incorporated such sen-
tences can only have two interpretations each,24 which can be paraphrased as below:
(42) John has a sister and if he flies to Toronto, his sister will pick him up from
the airport
(43) If John flies to Toronto, then he has a sister and she will pick him up from
the airport
23Kai von Fintel (p.c.) has raised the question of the extent to which my proposal counts as a
version of the satisfaction theory, given that it uses an additional level of representation (CCPDs).
Although I deviate from the letter of the satisfaction theory, I leave it to others to judge the extent
to which this proposal remains in the spirit of the theory. For what it’s worth, I believe my proposal
constitutes a somewhat conservative extension of the theory, once we take seriously the notion of
CCPs as specifying “instructions” for context change.
24At the level of accommodation + content.
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(44) John has a wetsuit and if he’s a scuba diver, he’ll bring his wetsuit
(45) If John is a scuba diver, he has a wetsuit and will bring it
Of course, (42) is the preferred interpretation of (40) (which corresponds
to accommodation of X), and (45) is the preferred interpretation of (41) (which
corresponds to accommodation of !if φ then X"). In general, we predict that !if φ,
then ψ{X}" can only be interpreted in one of two ways:
(46) !X and (if φ, then ψ{X})"
(47) !if φ, then (X and ψ{X})"
The binding theory predicts these two readings, plus a third, the so-called
“intermediate accommodation” reading:
(48) !if X and φ, then ψ{X}"
In (40) and (41), this would correspond to the following paraphrases:
(49) If John has a sister and he flies to Toronto, his sister will pick him up from
the airport
(50) If John has a wetsuit and is a scuba diver, he’ll bring his wetsuit
As far as I can tell, conditionals !if φ, then ψ{X}" don’t generate such a
reading.25
A second issue arises with the binding theory’s binding/accommodation
procedure. For example, if in the antecedent of a conditional a discourse refer-
ent is introduced by an indefinite, and the consequent contains a pronoun/definite
description, then both the pronoun and the definite description should prefer to be
read as “bound” by the discourse referent. At least, nothing should rule out such a
reading. However, the following example shows this to be a problematic prediction:
Context: John is married to three women, though we are fully ignorant about
their nationalities.
(51) If John is married to an American, she is a great cook
(52) #If John is married to an American, his wife is a great cook
In (52), the binding/accommodation procedure should allow his wife to ig-
nore the other wives and pick up the American introduced in the antecedent, just
as it allows she to do so in (51). The satisfaction theory on the other hand is not
tied to such a prediction. In fact, it makes it rather explicit that the analogy between
pronouns and definites should not be pushed too far (cf. Heim (1982)).
Much more deserves to be said here. I haven’t shown how my definition
of local contexts generalizes beyond connectives (eg. to quantifiers and attitude
25For more debate on the issue of intermediate accommodation see Geurts and van der Sandt
(1999) for arguments supporting intermediate accommodation, and Beaver (2001, 2004), von Fintel
(2004a, 2006) for arguments against. See especially Beaver (2001) for extended discussion.
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predicates). I also haven’t said how the alternatives I offer here might be usable
by other theories that predict conditional presuppositions. I also need to respond to
the charge that CCPDs are, to some degree, stipulated (Soames 1989, Mats Rooth
in a personal letter to Irene Heim (Heim 1990), Schlenker 2007). Regarding the
latter, one may view this paper as accepting the stipulated entries, but providing
an independent argument for their correctness. To the extent that the argument is
sound, I hope to movitate the search for a justification for the entries.
6. Appendix
A 1 (Recursive Definition of Context Descriptions) LetW be the set of all worlds,
φ a sentence. Any c⊂W is a context description. Then, for any context descriptions
σ, δ: (i) σ[φ] is context description, (ii) σ−δ is a context description, (iii) σ∪δ is
a context description, (iv) nothing else is a context description.
A 2 (The CCP of Knowledge Attribution Sentences) For any world w, where Rm
is the accessibility relation for Mary, let Doxm(w) = {w′ ∈W : wRmw′}. Then
c[Km(φ)] = {w ∈ c : Doxm(w)[φ] = Doxm(w)}, Since the entry is for know, the re-
lation will be reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, validating an S5 modal logic. It
follows from this CCP, plus what we said in the text, that c[Km(φ{X})] is defined
only if: (i) c[X ] = c, (ii) c[φ] = c, (iii) c[Km(X)] = c.
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